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Abstract
Software dataplanes are emerging as an alternative to traditional hardware switches and routers, promising programmability and short time to market. These advantages are set against the risk of disrupting the network
with bugs, unpredictable performance, or security vulnerabilities. We explore the feasibility of verifying software dataplanes to ensure smooth network operation.
For general programs, verifiability and performance are
competing goals; we argue that software dataplanes are
different—we can write them in a way that enables verification and preserves performance. We present a verification tool that takes as input a software dataplane, written in a way that meets a given set of conditions, and
(dis)proves that the dataplane satisfies crash-freedom,
bounded-execution, and filtering properties. We evaluate
our tool on stateless and simple stateful Click pipelines;
we perform complete and sound verification of these
pipelines within tens of minutes, whereas a state-of-theart general-purpose tool fails to complete the same task
within several hours.

1

Introduction

Software dataplanes are emerging from both research [17,26,27,37] and industry [2,3] backgrounds as a
more flexible alternative to traditional hardware switches
and routers. They promise to cut network provisioning
costs by half, by enabling dynamic allocation of packetprocessing tasks to network devices [42]; or to turn the
Internet into an evolvable architecture, by enabling continuous functionality update of devices located at strategic network points [41].
Flexibility, however, typically comes at the cost of reliability. A system of non-trivial size that is subject to
frequent updates is typically plagued by behavior and
performance bugs, as well as security vulnerabilities. It
makes sense then that network operators are skeptical
about the vision of software dataplanes that are continuously reprogrammed in response to user and operator
needs—as they were skeptical a decade ago toward active networking. The question is, has anything changed?
Have software verification techniques matured enough to
enable us to reason about the behavior and performance
of software dataplanes? Or must we accept that frequently reprogrammed software dataplanes will always
be less reliable than their static hardware counterparts?
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The subject of this work is a verification tool that
takes as input the executable binary of a software dataplane and proves that it does (or does not) satisfy a target
property; if the target property is not satisfied, the tool
should provide counter-examples, i.e., packet sequences
that cause the property to be violated. Developers of
packet-processing apps could use such a tool to produce
software with guarantees, e.g., that never seg-faults or
kernel-panics, no matter what traffic it receives. Network
operators could use the tool to verify that a new packetprocessing app they are considering for deployment will
not destabilize their network, e.g., it will not introduce
more than some known fixed amount of per-packet latency. One might even envision markets for packetprocessing apps—similar to today’s smartphone/tablet
app markets—where network operators would shop for
new code to “drop” into their network devices. The operators of such markets would need a verification tool to
certify that their apps will not disrupt their customers’
networks.
For general programs, verifiability and performance
are competing goals. Proving properties of real programs
(unlike searching for bugs) remains an elusive goal for
the systems community, at least for programs that consist
of more than a few hundred lines of code and are written in a low-level language like C++. A high-level language like Haskell can guarantee certain properties (like
the impossibility of buffer overflow) by construction, but
typically at the cost of performance.
For software dataplanes, it does not have to be this
way: we will argue that we can write them in a way that
enables verification and preserves performance. The key
question then is: what defines a “software dataplane” and
how much more restricted is it than a “general program”?
how much do we need to restrict our dataplane programming model so that we can reconcile verifiability with
performance?
There are different ways to approach this question:
one could start from a restricted, easily verifiable model
and broaden it as much as possible without losing verifiability; or, one could start from a popular, but not verifiable model and restrict it as little as necessary to achieve
verifiability. We chose the latter in an effort to be practical. We present in this paper the result of working iteratively on two tasks: designing a verification tool for
software dataplanes, while trying to identify a minimal
set of conditions that a software dataplane must meet in
order to be verifiable.
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We fundamentally rely on the assumption that software dataplanes follow a pipeline structure, i.e., they are
composed of distinct packet-processing elements (e.g.,
an IP lookup element, an element that performs Network
Address Translation or NAT) that are organized in a directed graph and do not share mutable state. Intuitively,
the fact that there are no state interactions between elements (other than one passing a packet to another) makes
it feasible to reason about each element in isolation, as
opposed to having to reason about the entire pipeline
as a whole. Software dataplanes that are created with
Click [33] typically conform to this structure, and these
arguably constitute the majority of research prototypes.
We also know of at least one industry prototype that uses
Click [1], while the vision of a “composable” dataplane
put forward by Intel earlier this year [3] strongly implies
a pipeline structure as well.
We aim to prove properties that, in the case of hardware dataplanes, are either taken for granted or can
be proved using practical techniques [28–30, 38, 43]:
crash-freedom, which means that no packet sequence
can cause the dataplane to stop executing; boundedexecution, which means that no packet sequence can
cause the execution of more than a known, reasonable
number of instructions; or filtering properties, e.g., “any
packet with source IP A and destination IP B will be
dropped by the pipeline.”
In this paper, we describe a verification tool that
proves such properties for stateless pipelines (e.g., an IP
router or static firewall) and two simple stateful pipelines
(a NAT box and a traffic monitor). Certain proofs assume
arbitrary configuration1 , while others assume a specific
one. For instance, we prove crash-freedom or boundedexecution assuming arbitrary configuration, and such
proofs are useful independently of the frequency of configuration changes. In contrast, proving that a pipeline
will drop a packet with given headers makes sense only
given a specific configuration, and such proofs are useful
when configuration changes relatively slowly.
We evaluate our tool by proving crash-freedom and
bounded-execution for different Click pipelines. Our
proofs complete within tens of minutes, whereas a stateof-the-art general-purpose tool fails to complete the same
task within hours. Keeping verification time within minutes is necessary and sufficient given our goals: We envision our tool being used by developers, for instance to
ensure that a new piece of packet-processing code cannot
seg-fault, or by network operators, for instance to ensure
that a given configuration change will not result in undesirable network behavior. In both cases, having to wait
for hours would be impractical; waiting for tens of minutes is non-negligible, but on par with the experience of
1 By “configuration” we mean all state that the control plane writes
into the dataplane, e.g., the contents of forwarding or filtering tables.

waiting for compilation to complete or configuration to
be downloaded to network devices.
Even though we focus on conceptually simple
pipelines, performing complete and sound verification on
them required overcoming significant challenges (dealing with path explosion, loops, and large data structures). Our contribution is to address these challenges
by applying existing verification ideas (symbolic execution [10, 21] and compositionality [4, 20, 22]) and combining them with certain domain specifics of packetprocessing software (pipeline structure, bounded loops
over packet contents, pre-allocated data structures that
expose a key/value store interface). We share common
ground with many verification tools, especially the ones
that use compositional symbolic execution [4, 22], but
those were designed for different goals (increase line
coverage or find bugs), so they do not solve our problem.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: After
providing the necessary background (§2), we describe
our system (§3) and the properties that it can prove (§4).
Then we present our evaluation (§5), discuss limitations
(§6) and related work (§7), and conclude (§8).

2

Setup

In this section, we provide background on symbolic execution (§2.1), summarize our approach (§2.2), and describe our basic assumption about the structure of software dataplanes (§2.3).

2.1

Background

Symbolic Execution.
A program can be viewed as an “execution tree,”
where each node corresponds to a program state, and
each edge is associated with a basic block. Running the
program for a given input leads to the execution of a sequence of instructions that corresponds to a path through
the execution tree, from the root to a leaf. For example,
the program E1 in Fig. 1 may execute two instruction sequences: one for input in < 0 and the other for input
in ≥ 0; hence, its execution tree (shown to the right of
the program) consists of two edges, one for each “input
class” and instruction sequence.
Symbolic execution [10, 21] is a practical way of generating execution trees. During normal execution of a
program, each variable is assigned a concrete value, and
only a single path of the tree is executed. During symbolic execution, a variable may be symbolic, i.e., assigned a set of values that is specified by an associated
constraint. For example, a symbolic integer x with associated constraint x > 2 ∧ x < 5 is the set of concrete
values x = {3, 4}. A symbolic-execution engine can
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take a program, make the program’s input symbolic, and
execute all the paths that are feasible given this input.
Consider the program E2 in Fig. 1 and assume that the
input in can take any integer value. To symbolically execute this program, we start at the root of the tree and execute all the feasible paths. As we go down each path, we
collect two pieces of information: the “path constraint”
specifies which values of in lead to this path, and the
“symbolic state” maps each variable to its current value
on this path. For example, at the end of path e4 , the path
constraint is C = (in ≥ 0 ∧ in < 10), and the symbolic
state is S = {out = 10}; at the end of path e5 , the path
constraint is C = (in ≥ 10), and the symbolic state is
S = {out = in}.
Construction of Proofs.
If we can execute all the feasible paths of a program
and verify that none of them violates a target property,
that constitutes proof that the entire program satisfies this
property. By constructing proofs in this manner, we can
also automatically determine all the problematic inputs
that prevent us from completing the proof.
However, proof by execution can be rarely used in
practice, because of path explosion [9]: The sheer number of feasible paths in a real program (even one that
consists of a few hundred lines of code) is typically so
large that it is impossible to execute all of them in useful time. This is because the number of paths generally
grows exponentially in the number of branching points,
and real software has a branching point every few instructions. For instance, when Klee [10] symbolically
executes UNIX coreutils like nice or cat, it achieves
more than 70% line coverage, but executes less than 1%
of the feasible paths [35]. This is fine when the goal is
high line coverage or discovery of interesting paths (e.g.,
to uncover bugs), but not when the goal is to reason about
all feasible paths (i.e., to prove properties).
Researchers have been proposing smarter ways to address path explosion [4,20,22,35], but constructing complete and sound proofs for real programs that consist of
more than a few hundred lines of code still takes a lot of
manual effort [32].

2.2

Our Approach

We observe that symbolic execution is a good fit for
packet-processing pipelines, because their special structure can help sidestep path explosion. In a typical
pipeline, two elements (stages) never concurrently hold
read or write permissions to the same mutable state, regardless of whether that state is a packet being processed
or some other data structure. This level of isolation can
help significantly with path explosion.
Our approach is to first analyze each pipeline element
in isolation, then compose the results to prove properties
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about the entire pipeline. This reduces by an exponential factor the amount of work that needs to be done to
prove something about the pipeline: If each element has
n branches and roughly 2n paths, a pipeline of m such
elements has roughly 2m·n paths. Analyzing each element in isolation—as opposed to the entire pipeline in
one piece—cuts the number of paths that need to be explored roughly from 2m·n to m · 2n . In the worst case,
the per-element analyses yield that every single pipeline
path warrants further analysis—so we end up having to
consider all the paths anyway. In practice, we expect that
most pipeline paths are irrelevant to the target property,
and we only need to consider a small fraction.
Our verifier relies on S2E [13], an automated path explorer with pluggable path analyzers: the explorer uses
symbolic execution to drive the target system down multiple execution paths, while the analyzers measure and/or
check properties of each such path. We chose S2E for
two reasons: First, it performs what is called “in-vivo”
(as opposed to “in-vitro”) program analysis, i.e., analyzes code that runs within a real (not modeled) software
stack; this enables us to analyze a software pipeline without having to model the underlying system—libraries,
kernel, drivers, etc. Second, it can directly analyze binaries (as opposed to source code); this enables us to analyze proprietary packet-processing elements, for which
we do not have access to the source code. We use S2E
as a building block, to symbolically execute pieces of
packet-processing code and obtain, for each piece, a set
of path constraints and symbolic states.

2.3

Starting Point: Pipeline Structure

We focus on packet-processing pipelines that consist of
packet-processing elements, where each element may access three types of state (Table 1):
Packet state is owned by exactly one element at any
point in time. It can be read or written only by its
owner; the current owner (and nobody else) may atomically transfer ownership to another element. Packet state
is used for communicating packet content and metadata
between elements. For each newly arrived packet, there
is typically an element that reads it from the network,
creates a packet object, and transfers object ownership
to the next element in the pipeline. Once an element has
transferred ownership of a packet, it cannot read or write
it any more.
Private state is owned by one element and never
changes ownership. It can be read or written only by its
owner, and it persists across the processing of multiple
packets. A typical example is a map in a NAT element,
or a flow table in a traffic-monitoring element.
Static state can be read by any element but not written by any element. This state is immutable as far as the
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Figure 1: A toy pipeline that consists of two elements.
In step 1, we obtain, for each segment, a logical expression that specifies how this segment transforms state; this
allows us to identify all the “suspect segments” that may
cause the target property to be violated. In step 2, we determine which of the suspect segments are feasible and
indeed cause the target property to be violated, once we
assemble segments into paths.
In step 1, we analyze each element in isolation: First,
we symbolically execute the element assuming unconstrained symbolic input. Next, we conservatively tag as
“suspect” all the segments that may cause the target property to be violated. For example, in Fig. 1, if the target
property is crash-freedom, segment e3 is tagged as suspect, because, if executed, it leads to a crash.
If we stopped at step 1, our verification would catch
all property violations, but could yield false positives: If
this step does not yield any suspect segments for any element, then we have proved that the pipeline satisfies the
target property. For instance, if none of the elements ever
crashes for any input, we have proved that the pipeline
never crashes. However, a suspect segment does not necessarily mean that the pipeline violates the target property, because a segment that is feasible in the context of
an individual element may become infeasible in the context of the full pipeline. For example, in Fig. 1, if we
consider element E2 alone, segment e3 leads to a crash;
however, in a pipeline where E2 always follows E1 ,
segment e3 becomes infeasible, and the pipeline never
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crashes. In program-analysis terminology, in step 1, we
over-approximate, i.e., we execute some segments that
would never be executed within the pipeline that we are
aiming to verify.
Step 2 discards suspect segments that are infeasible in
the context of the pipeline: First, we construct each potential path pi that includes at least one suspect segment;
each pi is a sequence of segments ej . Next, we compose
the path constraint and symbolic state for pi based on
the constraints and symbolic state of its constituent segments (that we have already obtained in step 1). Finally,
for every pi , we determine whether it is feasible (based
on its constraints) and whether it violates the target property (based on its symbolic state). Note that the last step
does not require actually executing pi , only composing
the logical expressions of its constituent segments.
For example, here is how we prove that the pipeline in
Fig. 1 does not crash:
Step 1:
1. We symbolically execute E1 assuming input in can
take any integer value. We collect the following
constraints and symbolic state for its segments e1
and e2 .
• C1 (in) = (in < 0), S1 (in) = {out = 0}.
• C2 (in) = (in ≥ 0), S2 (in) = {out = in}.
2. We symbolically execute E2 assuming input in can
take any integer value. We collect the following
constraints and symbolic state for its segments e3 ,
e4 , and e5 :
• C3 (in) = (in < 0), S3 (in) = {crash}.
• C4 (in) = (in ≥ 0 ∧ in < 10),
S4 (in) = {out = 10}.
• C5 (in) = (in ≥ 10), S5 (in) = {out = in}.
3. We tag segment e3 as suspect.
Step 2:
1. The paths that include the suspect segment are p1
(i.e., sequence < e1 , e3 >) and p4 (i.e., sequence
< e2 , e3 >).
2. We compute p1 ’s path constraint as C1∗ (in) =
C1 (in) ∧ C3 ( S1 (in) [out] ) =
C1 (in) ∧ C3 ( 0 ) = (in < 0) ∧ (0 < 0) = False.
3. We compute p4 ’s path constraint as C4∗ (in) =
C2 (in) ∧ C3 ( S2 (in) [out] ) =
C2 (in) ∧ C3 ( in ) = (in ≥ 0) ∧ (in < 0) = False.
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4. Both path p1 ’s and path p4 ’s constraints always
evaluate to false, hence p1 and p4 are infeasible, i.e.,
there are no feasible paths that include suspect segments, hence the platform never crashes.
Pipeline decomposition enables us to prove properties
about the pipeline without having to consider every single pipeline path; but it still requires us to consider every
single element segment. This is not straightforward for
elements that involve loops, large data structures, and/or
mutable private state. We will next discuss how we address each of these scenarios.

3.2

Loops

In general, loops can be a challenge for program verification, especially when the number of loop iterations
depends on the input. For example, a loop of t iterations,
where t is a 64-bit unsigned integer input, can yield 264
execution paths.
In contrast to general programs, a software dataplane
typically will not contain input-dependent loops with
such a large number of maximum iterations. A worstcase realistic example is a packet-processing element that
loops over the bytes of a packet for encryption or compression; in this case, the number of loop iterations is
bounded by the maximum packet size, typically 1500.
Still, loops can create an impractical number of segments within an element. Consider an element that implements the processing of IP options: for each received
packet, it loops over the options stored in the packet’s
IP header and performs the processing required by each
specified option type. If the processing of one option
yields up to 2n segments, then the processing of t options yields up to 2t·n segments. For example, in the IPoptions element that comes with the Click distribution,
the processing of 3 options yields millions of segments
that—we estimated—would take months to symbolically
execute.
To address this, we reuse the idea of decomposition,
this time applying it not to the entire pipeline, but to
each loop: If a loop has t iterations, we view it as a
“mini-pipeline” that consists of t “mini-elements,” each
one corresponding to one iteration of the loop. We have
described how, if we have a pipeline of m elements,
we symbolically execute each element in isolation, then
compose the results to reason about the entire pipeline.
Similarly, if we have a loop of t mini-elements (iterations), we symbolically execute each mini-element in
isolation, then compose the results to reason about the
entire loop. Unlike a pipeline that consists of different
element types, a loop of t iterations consists of the same
mini-element type, repeated t times; hence, for each
loop, we only need to symbolically execute one minielement.
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This brings us to our first extra condition on packetprocessing code: To use decomposition as we do, the
only mutable state shared across components must be
the packet object itself. For instance, to decompose
a pipeline into individual elements, we rely on the fact
that the only mutable state shared across elements is the
packet object. Similarly, to decompose a loop into individual iterations, the only mutable state shared across
iterations must be part of the packet object.
For example, consider again an IP-options element:
Such an element typically includes a next variable,
which points to the IP-header location that stores the next
option to be processed; each iteration of the main loop
starts by reading this variable and ends by incrementing
it. In a conventional element, next would be a local variable. In our verification-optimized element, next is part
of the packet metadata, hence part of packet. And since,
in step 1, we make packet symbolic and unconstrained,
next is also symbolic and unconstrained, allowing us to
reason about the behavior of one iteration of the main
loop, assuming that iteration may start reading from anywhere in the IP header.
Condition 1 Any mutable state shared across loop iterations is part of the packet metadata.
To make a packet-processing element satisfy this condition, a developer needs to identify any variables that are
read and written across loop iterations and make these
variables part of the packet metadata. For the Click IPoptions element, this process required changing 26 lines
(12%) of the code and took less than an hour. Alternatively, this can be done automatically by a compiler
(that would force developers to explicitly declare mutable state shared across iterations of a loop). Either way,
this condition does not restrict the functionality that a
packet-processing element can implement; it only forces
the developer to create—either manually or with compiler help—an explicit interface between loop iterations.

3.3

Data Structures

Symbolic-execution engines lack the semantics to reason
about data structures in a scalable manner. For instance,
symbolically executing an element that uses a packet’s
destination IP address to index an array with a thousand entries will cause a symbolic-execution engine to
essentially branch into a thousand different segments—
independently from the array content or the logic of the
code that uses the returned value. So, if we naïvely feed
an element with a forwarding or filtering table of more
than a few hundred entries to a symbolic-execution engine, step 1 of our verification process will not complete
in useful time.

value

=

{True, False}

=

read ( key )
write ( key, value )
test ( key )
expire ( key, value )

Figure 2: An interface for dataplane data structures.
To address this, when we reason about an element, we
abstract away any data-structure access; this allows us
to symbolically execute the element and identify suspect
segments, without requiring the symbolic-execution engine to handle any data structures. To reason about the
data structures themselves, we rely on other means, e.g.,
manual or static analysis; this restricts us to using only
data structures that are manually or statically verifiable,
but we have evidence that these are typically sufficient
for packet-processing functionality.
This brings us to our second extra condition on packetprocessing code: To reason about different components
of the same executable separately, there must exist a
well-defined interface between them. For instance, to
reason about each pipeline element separately and compose the results, we rely on the existence of a welldefined interface between each pair of elements, which
specifies all the state that can be exchanged between
them (the packet object). Similarly, to reason about a
data structure separately from the element that uses it
and compose the results, the data structure must expose
a well-defined interface to the element.
We need an interface that abstracts a data structure as
a key/value store that supports at least read, write, membership test, and expiration. The first three operations
are straightforward; the last one—expiration—allows an
element to indicate that a {key, value} pair will not be
accessed by the element any more, hence is ready to be
removed and processed by the higher layers. For example, suppose an element maintains a data structure with
per-flow packet counters; when a flow completes (e.g.,
because a FIN packet from that flow is observed), the element can use the expiration operation to signal this completion to the control-plane process that manages traffic
statistics.
Condition 2 Elements use data structures that expose a
key/value-store interface like the one in Fig. 2.
Moreover, we need data structures that expose the
above interface and can be verified in useful time. When
we say that a data structure is “verified,” we mean that
the implementation of the interface exposed by the data
structure is proved to satisfy crash-freedom, boundedexecution, and correctness. The latter depends on the
particular semantics of the data structure, e.g., a hashtable should satisfy the following property: a “write (
key, value )” followed by a “read ( key )” should return
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“value.” If an element uses only data structures for which
these properties hold, then, when we reason about the element, we can abstract away all the data-structure implementations and consider only the rest of the element code
plus the data-structure interfaces.
Condition 3 Elements use data structures that are implemented on top of verifiable building blocks, e.g., preallocated arrays.
As evidence that such data structures exist, we implemented a hash table and a longest-prefix-match table that
satisfy crash-freedom and bounded-execution. They both
consist of chains of pre-allocated arrays. Our hash table
is a sequence of K such arrays; when adding the k-th
key/value pair that hashes to the same index, if k ≤ K,
the new pair is stored in the k-th array, otherwise it cannot be added (the write operation returns False). For the
longest-prefix-match table, we use the idea of “flattening” of all entries to /24 prefixes [25].
We chose arrays as the main building block, because
they combine two desirable properties: (a) They enable
line-rate access to packet-processing state, because of
their O(1) lookup time. (b) They are easy to verify, because of the simplicity of their semantics. For example,
a write to an array (that is within the array bounds) is
guaranteed not to cause a crash and not to cause the execution of more than a known number of instructions that
depends on the particular CPU architecture. In contrast,
a write to a dynamically-growing data structure, e.g., a
linked list or a radix trie, may result in a variable number of memory allocations, deallocations and accesses,
which can fail in unpredictable ways.
Conditions 2 and 3 introduce two kinds of overhead:
First, existing elements may need to be rewritten to
satisfy them; this involves replacing existing data structures with ones that satisfy the two conditions and changing any line of code that accesses a data structure. We
have not yet applied our approach widely enough to
have statistically meaningful results on the corresponding amount of effort. In one case (Click IP lookup element), we had to change about 130 lines (20%) of the
code, which took a few hours. In another case (Click
NAT element), we had to write the element from scratch
(because most of the NAT code is about accessing data
structures), which took a couple of days. To reduce this
overhead, part of our work is to create a library of data
structures that satisfy the two conditions.
Second, implementing sophisticated data structures on
top of pre-allocated arrays typically requires more memory than conventional implementations. For instance, the
original Click NAT element stores per-connection state
in a hash table, implemented as an array of dynamically
growing linked lists (when adding the k-th key/value pair
that hashes to the same index, the new pair is stored as
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the k-th item of a linked list). In contrast, our NAT element uses the hash-table implementation outlined above,
with K = 3 pre-allocated arrays (this value makes the
probability of dropping a connection negligible). Hence,
our NAT element may use up to 3 times more memory to
store the same amount of state. In our opinion, sacrificing memory for verifiability is worth considering given
the relative costs of memory and the human support for
dealing with network problems.

3.4

Mutable Private State

Mutable private state is hard to reason about because it
may depend on a sequence of observed packets (as opposed to the currently observed packet alone). For instance, if an element maintains connection state or traffic
statistics, then its private state is a function of all traffic
observed since the element was initialized. Hence, it is
not enough to reason about the segments of the element
that can result from all possible contents of the current
packet; we need to reason about the segments that can
result from all possible contents of all possible packet sequences that can be observed by the element. The challenge is that symbolic-execution engines (and verification tools in general) are not yet at the point where they
can handle symbolic inputs of arbitrary length in a scalable manner.
We can currently verify two kinds of elements that
maintain mutable state: a NAT element (maintains perconnection state and rewrites packet headers accordingly) and a traffic monitor (collects per-flow statistics).
We believe that our approach can be generalized to other
elements, but we do not expect to be able to perform
complete and sound verification of an element that performs arbitrary state manipulation—claiming that would
be close to claiming that we could verify arbitrary software.
Our approach is to break verification step 1 (§3.1) into
two sub-steps: the first one searches for “suspect” values
of the private state that would cause the target property
to be violated, while the second one determines which
of these potential violations are feasible given the logic
of the element. In the first sub-step, we assume that the
private state can take any value allowed by its type (i.e.,
we over-approximate). In the second sub-step, we take
into account the fact that private state cannot, in reality,
take any value, but is restricted by the particular type of
state manipulation performed by the given element.
So far, we have not needed to exercise the second substep in practice: in the two stateful elements that we have
experimented with, the first sub-step did not reveal any
suspect states, hence the second one was not exercised.
We describe both sub-steps through a manufactured example in our technical report [16].
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4

Target Properties

In this section, we describe the three target properties
that our current prototype can (dis)prove. These properties are expressed imperatively using the S2E analyzer
interface [13].
Crash-freedom.
We say that a pipeline is crash-free when it is guaranteed not to execute any instruction that would cause it
to terminate abnormally, e.g., an assertion with a false
argument or a division by zero. The definition of “abnormal termination” depends on the environment where the
pipeline runs: in the case of user-mode Click, it is the receipt of a signal (e.g., SIGSEGV, SIGABRT, SIGFPE)
that is not handled by the Click process and causes the
process to terminate; in the case of kernel-mode Click, it
is a call to the kernel’s panic method. As stated in §2.2,
our verifier is built on top of an in-vivo path explorer,
which can detect any of these conditions.
We prove crash-freedom for a pipeline given an arbitrary input packet and arbitrary configuration state. If a
pipeline does not include any instruction that may cause
abnormal termination, proving crash-freedom is trivial.
On the other hand, if a pipeline does include an instruction that may cause abnormal termination, that does not
necessarily mean that this instruction may be executed.
So, proving crash-freedom is equivalent to proving that
any such instruction will never be executed, and proving
lack of crash-freedom is equivalent to providing a specific packet and specific state that causes such an instruction to be executed.
Bounded-execution.
We say that a pipeline satisfies bounded-execution
when it is guaranteed to execute no more than Imax instructions per packet. This ensures that no packet is ever
caught in an infinite loop. It can also be used to produce a “latency envelope,” i.e., argue that once a packet
enters the pipeline, it will exit within a bounded amount
of time. To translate instruction sequences into latency
bounds, we need to map each instruction to the minimum and maximum number of cycles that it can take to
complete, which can be typically obtained from the CPU
and/or chip manual.
We prove bounded-execution for a pipeline given an
arbitrary input packet and arbitrary configuration state.
We find the longest path of a pipeline as follows: In step
1 of the verification process, when we symbolically execute an element, we also record the length (number of
instructions) of each of its segments. In step 2, we search
for the longest feasible path by considering different segment combinations. We use a simple search heuristic that
first checks if the path that consists of the longest segment of each element is feasible (if yes, we are done),

then checks if any path that involves either the first or
second longest segment of each element is feasible, and
so on. In the worst case, we have to check all possible
segment combinations; in practice, we find the longest
feasible path after considering only a few combinations.
Filtering.
Given a pipeline with specific configuration state, can
we guarantee that a packet that enters the pipeline with
source IP A and destination IP B will be dropped?
We leverage existing work that answers this type of
question for hardware dataplanes [28–30, 38, 43]. This
work abstracts each network device as a function that
maps an input packet header to an output port, and then it
composes different device functions to reason about the
entire network; the mapping function of each device is
determined by the contents of its forwarding table. In
contrast, we abstract each packet-processing element as
a function that maps an input packet header to an output
port, and then we compose different element functions
to reason about the entire pipeline; the mapping function of each element is automatically derived by symbolically executing the element’s code given an arbitrary
input packet.
The main difference lies in the derivation of the mapping function of each packet-processing element (that we
do by symbolically executing the element in isolation).
This is useful in cases where an element, e.g., includes
a line of code that drops all packets with source IP A,
even though the device’s forwarding table indicates otherwise. Composing element functions to reason about a
pipeline is equivalent to composing device functions to
reason about a network, and we can reuse the algorithms
proposed by the above work.

5

Evaluation

We tested our system on pipelines created with Click. In
each tested pipeline, packets are generated by a “generator” element and dropped by a “sink” element; what we
verify is the packet-processing code between generator
and sink. We answer the following questions: Can we
perform complete and sound verification of software dataplanes (§5.1)? How does verification time increase with
pipeline length (§5.2)? Can we use our tool to uncover
bugs, useful performance characteristics, or unintended
dataplane behavior (§5.3)?

5.1

Feasibility

We verified pipelines that consist of various combinations of the elements in Table 2. The table indicates the
origin of each element (whether it is an original Click element, one that we modified, or one that we wrote from
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Element
Click:
Classifier
CheckIPhdr
EthEncap
EthDecap
DecTTL
DropBcast
Click+:
IPoptions
IPlookup
Ours:
NAT
TrafficMonitor

New LoC
(% of total)

26 (12%)
130 (20%)
870
650

Loops

Data Mutable
Structs State

X
(a) IP router. For the dataplane-specific tool, the results are the same for
the edge and core pipelines.

X
X
X

X
X

Table 2: Verified packet-processing elements. “Click” indicates an unmodified element from Click distribution 2.0.1;
“Click+” indicates an element from the same distribution that
we modified modestly; “ours” indicates an element that we
wrote from scratch. “New LoC” is the number of lines of code
that we modified or introduced in each element. “X”s indicate
which technique(s) we applied to each element.

25

generic

20
15
10
5
0

1813
states
5
5
states states

10
21
states states

IP_dst

+IP_src

236
states

123
states

+port_dst

+port_src

(c) Pipeline microbenchmark

Scalability

We now examine how verification time increases with
pipeline length. Given the intended uses of our tool, it
should not take more than a few tens of minutes to prove
a target property per pipeline. We first look at meaningful
pipelines (that it makes sense to actually deploy), then at
microbenchmarks that illustrate different aspects of our
system. To show the benefit of our domain-specific techniques, we use as a baseline vanilla S2E—a state-of-theart, publicly available verification framework for general
software. We refer to our tool as “dataplane-specific verification” and to S2E as “generic verification.” We feed
the same code to the two systems.
Meaningful Pipelines.
We consider three meaningful pipelines: (a) edge
router implements a standard IP router (the first 8 elements in Table 2) with a small forwarding table (10 entries); (b) core router is similar but has a large forwarding
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7445
states

dataplaneͲspecific

Filtercriteria

700
Verificationtime(minutes)

5.2

(b) Network gateway

Verificationtime(minutes)

scratch). Our modifications consisted of loop rewriting
and replacing data structures with our verifiable ones.
The table also indicates the number of new lines of code
(LoC) and which of our techniques were needed to complete step 1 of the verification process for each element.
For each pipeline, we proved crash-freedom and
bounded-execution. More generally, for each pipeline,
we were able to answer questions of the following kind:
can line X in element Y be executed with arguments Z
in the context of this pipeline? if yes, what is a packet
that would cause this line to be executed with these arguments?

generic

dataplaneͲspecific
12h+

600
500
400
300
200
100
0

1

2

Numberofloopiterations

3

(d) Loop microbenchmark

Figure 3: Verification time as a function of pipeline length.
“preproc” consists of the first 3 elements in Table 2.
table (100, 000 entries); (c) network gateway implements
NAT and per-flow statistics collection. Each of them
presents an extra verification challenge: the first one in-
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cludes a loop (in IPoptions), the second one a large data
structure (in IPlookup), and the third one mutable private
state (in NAT and TrafficMonitor).
Fig. 3(a) shows how verification time increases as we
add more elements to the IP-router pipelines: Dataplanespecific verification completes in less than 20 minutes.
Most of this time is spent on IP options, because this element has significantly more branching points than the
rest. Generic verification of the edge router exceeds 12
hours (at which point we abort it) the moment we allow
packets to carry 2 IP options (so we do not show any
data point for it beyond “+IPoption2”). Generic verification of the core router exceeds 12 hours the moment
we add the IP lookup element to the pipeline (so we do
not show any data point for it beyond “+IPlookup”). The
difference between the two tools comes from our special
treatment of loops and large data structures.
Fig. 3(b) shows the same information for the networkgateway pipeline: Dataplane-specific verification completes in less than 6 minutes, whereas generic verification
exceeds 12 hours the moment we add either the TrafficMonitor or the NAT element. The difference comes from
the fact that we abstract away data-structure implementations.
Compositionality Microbenchmarks.
We consider two synthetic pipelines to illustrate the
benefit of pipeline and loop decomposition. The first one
consists of a sequence of simple filtering elements, each
of which reads a different part of the input packet’s IP
header to make a filtering decision. The second pipeline
implements a simplified version of the IP options processing loop, i.e., in each iteration, it reads some portion
of the IP header, updates it, and advances a next variable
that indicates where the next read should start.
Fig. 3(c) shows how verification time increases as
we add more filtering elements to the first pipeline:
generic verification time increases significantly faster
than dataplane-specific verification time. This is because
the former executes all feasible segments of each element in isolation, whereas the latter executes all feasible
paths of the pipeline. In this scenario, generic verification does complete in useful time, because this pipeline
involves few elements, without loops, that access minimal state. Still, it takes an order of magnitude more time
than dataplane-specific verification because of the exponential increase in the number of paths. To make this
clear, we note, on top of each bar, the number of verification states that each tool generates and processes.
Fig. 3(d) shows how verification time increases as we
add more iterations to the loop of the second pipeline:
dataplane-specific verification time remains constant,
whereas generic verification time increases exponentially. This is because the former executes all feasible

segments of one loop iteration, whereas the latter executes all feasible paths of the entire loop. Dataplanespecific verification is slower than generic verification
only in the special case where we have a loop with a
single iteration. That is because it symbolically executes
one loop iteration, assuming that iteration may start reading from anywhere in the IP header; this pays off as soon
as we add a second loop iteration, but it is unnecessary
in the special case of a loop with a single iteration.

5.3

Usefulness

We said that our tool can help developers debug their
code, and network operators better understand the performance and behavior of their dataplanes; we now look
at a few specific examples.
Bugs in Click Elements.
We found the following while trying to prove
crash-freedom and bounded-execution for various Click
pipelines:
Bug #1: Any pipeline that includes the Click IP fragmenter element will enter an infinite loop, if it tries to
fragment a packet with IP options. This is because the for
loop that processes IP options in the fragmenter does not
have an increment (the programmer forgot to add one).2
Bug #2: Any pipeline that does not include an IP options element but includes the Click IP fragmenter element will enter an infinite loop, if it tries to fragment
a packet that carries a zero-length IP option. This is
because the current option length determines where the
next iteration of the loop will start reading, so, a zerolength option causes the loop to get stuck.3 The Click IP
options element discards any packet with a zero-length
option, so including it in the pipeline prevents the bug
from being exercised.
Bug #3: Any pipeline that includes the Click NAT element4 will hit a failed assertion5 , if it receives a packet
with source IP address/port tuple Ts = T and destination
tuple Td = T , where T is the public IP address/port of
the NAT box.
All three bugs constitute security vulnerabilities: they
enable any end-host to disable the pipeline by sending a
specially crafted packet.
How hard would it be to find these bugs manually?
The first one is probably not that hard: a loop missing its
increment stands out visually, plus any serious testing of
the fragmenter element would involve a packet with IP
options. The other two bugs, however, manifest in scenarios that a developer is unlikely to test, but an attacker
can easily exploit: fragmentation of an illegal packet
2 elements/ip/ipfragmenter.cc,

line 64
line 69
4 elements/tcpudp/iprewriter.cc
5 include/click/heap.hh, line 149

3 elements/ip/ipfragmenter.cc,
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Bug
#1
#2
#2
#3

Pipeline
Edge router with 1 IP option
+ Click IP fragmenter
Edge router with 1 IP option
+ Click IP fragmenter
Edge router without options
+ Click IP fragmenter
Network gateway
with Click NAT

Time

# Paths

3 min

432

47 min

8423

5 sec

26

5 sec

10

Table 3: Time spent and number of paths composed in verification step 2, when the pipeline contains buggy elements.
while processing of IP options is turned off (which does
happen, in practice, for performance or security reasons);
and processing of an IP header that would be meaningless in a legitimate packet.
In §2.2, we said that we expected verification step 2
to compose the constraints only for a small fraction of
the pipeline paths. Table 3 reports, for a given bug and
pipeline, the amount of time spent and the number of
paths composed in this step. Consider bug #2: When
verifying a pipeline that includes the Click IP fragmenter
element, step 1 determines that this element has a suspect segment. If the pipeline does not support IP options, step 2 determines that the suspect segment is feasible in this pipeline (hence the pipeline does not satisfy bounded-execution); this requires finding one feasible path that contains the suspect segment, and we succeed after composing the constraints for 26 paths, which
takes 5 seconds. If the pipeline supports one IP option,
step 2 determines that the suspect element is not feasible
in this pipeline; this requires showing that all the paths
that contain the suspect segment are not feasible, and we
succeed after composing the constraints for 8423 paths,
which takes 47 minutes. These numbers are consistent
with our expectation that, in practice, verification step 2
completes in useful time.
Longest paths in IP router.
We used our tool to construct adversarial—from a
performance point of view—workloads for a pipeline
implementing a standard IP router. Recent research
showed that such a router is capable of multi-Gbps lines
rates [17], but this result was obtained using workloads of well-formed packets, not meant to exercise the
pipeline’s exception paths. Instead, we obtained the
pipeline’s 10 (it could have been any number) longest
paths, as well as the packets that cause them to be executed.
It is not surprising that the longest paths are executed
in response to problematic packets that trigger further
packet examination and logging; what may be surprising is that these paths execute 2.5 times as many instructions than the most common path. Moreover, these extra
instructions are CPU-heavy, i.e., they include memory
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accesses and system calls for logging; an attacker may
cause significant performance degradation by sending a
sequence of packets that are specially crafted to exercise
these particular paths. This is useful information to a developer, because it reveals to him paths that may require
his attention. It is also useful to a network operator, because it reveals to her the performance limits of a pipeline
and the workloads that trigger them—allowing her to decide whether it is suitable for her network.
Unintended behavior.
Certain implementations of the Loose Source Record
Route (LSRR) IP option may enable illegal traffic to bypass a firewall [23]: An IP router that supports the LSRR
option may replace the source IP address of an incoming packet with its own IP address. In this case, any filtering based on the source IP address of the packet that
happens after the processing of IP options is ineffective.
This has been exploited to bypass firewalls, eventually
causing network operators to disable LSRR and router
manufacturers to change their LSRR implementations.
Our tool would have uncovered this vulnerability. To
verify that, we created a pipeline that includes an IP
options element followed by a firewall, and we tried to
prove that it satisfies the following property: “any packet
whose source IP address is blacklisted by the firewall will
be dropped.” The tool responded that the property is not
satisfied, and it provided an example packet that causes
it to be violated: a packet with a blacklisted source IP
address that carries the LSRR option.

6

Limitations

The key enabler and at the same time limitation of our
work is that we focus on software dataplanes that follow a pipeline structure and also satisfy three other conditions (§3). The pipeline structure is a natural fit for
dataplanes; most research prototypes are already written
this way, and we know of at least one industry prototype as well. Favoring an already popular programming
model is, in our opinion, a modest price to pay for verifiability. The other three conditions introduce overheads:
existing code may need to be changed to satisfy them
(but the resulting code is, in our opinion, easier to read
and maintain); compared to their more dynamic counterparts, data structures that satisfy Conditions 2 and 3
typically require more memory (but trading off memory
for verifiability is, in our opinion, worth considering).
We currently handle only two specific, simple forms of
mutable private state. As stated earlier, we do not expect
to be able to completely remove this limitation, but we do
expect to expand the range of state-manipulation patterns
that we can formally reason about.
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Our approach is applicable to packet-processing platforms where each packet is handled by a single processing core and different cores never need to synchronize. We focused on such platforms, because there
is compelling evidence that they lead to better performance (by minimizing the number of compulsory cache
misses) [17]. We would need new results in order to verify platforms where different cores contend for access to
the same data structures.

7

Related Work

Our work is feasible because of advances in program
analysis tools for C/C++ code, from Verisoft [19] to
modern model checkers [34, 40] and tools based on symbolic execution [10,11,13,21]. These tools target general
code, so they cannot typically construct complete and
sound proofs (which is what we want). Instead, they try
to increase line coverage or identify buggy paths without
having to reason about all the paths of the analyzed program (whereas we want to reason about all feasible paths
of the analyzed pipeline). There exist tools that prove
properties of real programs, but, to the best of our knowledge, they are tailored to specific domains other than dataplanes; notable examples are Astrée [8], SLAM [5, 6],
and Terminator [14].
Compositionality has been leveraged before to address
path explosion, in compositional dynamic test generation [20] and follow-on work [4,22]. The particular tools
evaluated in these proposals use “top-down” composition: when symbolically executing a program, encountering a function triggers the construction of a summary
(logical representation) of that function in the context of
its caller. This makes sense, because—to the best of our
understanding—the goal of this line of work is to maximize line coverage with as little work as possible (ideally, hit each program statement exactly once). We use
“bottom-up” composition: we first compute context-free
summaries of all elements, then we compose them as
necessary to reason about the entire pipeline.
Verification techniques have been used before to debug or verify networked systems (but not dataplanes):
Musuvathi and Engler adapted the CMC model checker
to test the Linux TCP implementation for interoperability with the TCP specification [39]. Bishop et al. contributed a formal specification of TCP/IP and the sockets
API, and they tested existing implementations for conformance to their specification [7]. Killian et al. contributed
new algorithms for finding liveness bugs in systems like
Pastry and Chord [31]. NICE finds bugs in OpenFlow applications [12]. SOFT tests OpenFlow switches for interoperability with reference implementations [36]. Guha et
al. contributed “the first machine-verified [Software Defined Networking] controller” [24].

Ennals et al. contributed a new language for packetprocessing applications [18]. The goal of that language
was to simplify the “compilation of high-level programs
to the distributed memory architectures of modern Network Processors.” The proposed language ensured that
no two threads referenced the same packet, which is akin
to our requirement that no two pipeline elements have
access to the same packet.
Finally, an earlier version of this work was presented
in a workshop paper [15]. That paper reported the feasibility of proving crash-freedom and bounded-execution
only for stateless pipelines; it did not include a scalability analysis (§5.2) or report on bugs found using our
approach (§5.3).

8

Conclusions

We presented a verification tool that takes as input a software dataplane and proves that it does (or does not) satisfy properties like crash-freedom, bounded-execution,
and filtering. Proving such properties for general software faces fundamental challenges, unsolvable with existing tools; we sidestepped them by applying existing ideas (symbolic execution and compositionality),
and combining them with domain specifics of packetprocessing code (most importantly, that it is structured
as a pipeline of elements that do not exchange mutable
state outside the packet itself and its metadata). We evaluated our tool on stateless and two simple stateful Click
dataplanes; we were able to perform complete and sound
verification of these pipelines within tens of minutes,
whereas a state-of-the-art general-purpose tool failed to
complete the same task within several hours.
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